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Abstract This article presents a series of theoretical reasons from the perspective of social economy that discuss the opportunity and the structure of projects regarding the decentralized government in the health system. Having in view the particu-larities of this type of system and the filters of ethics and equity that restrict the policy decision in this field, the article converges towards the idea that a reform targeting decentralization requires first of all the adjustment of the system. Decentralization can lead to the forecasted results only if some preconditions necessary for a good implementation are fulfilled. Preceding this process, the state must go through several phases. In this sense, the article shows some few errors of design in the reform that is currently carried out in the Romanian medical system. For the study methodology was used the critical analysis from the perspective of social economical theories from the specialized literature and of the diverse regulatory frameworks from countries that have experienced or implemented decentralization processes. 
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Conceptual clarifications If we regard this only in an European spectrum, the decentralization models are well rooted in some parts of the continent (generally in the Anglo-Saxon countries, especially in the Northern countries, where, invariably, health systems were adopted based on the health social 
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insurance. Here, even the recent decentralization tendencies are ori-ginated in decades or even centuries of organizational and managerial experience. In other parts (the Mediterranean countries and Eastern Europe), decentralization can be considered a recent development, meant to remedy the inadequacies of the national and centralized health decisional models. (Bankauskaite ș.a, 2004) In the case of Central European and Eastern European countries the problem is different and regarded from another perspective. These, although they line up to the old system, must connect directly to the new organization of regional type (decentralized). In these countries, even where there were already formed regional structures with formal powers, there aren`t the regional/local “reflexes” that determine regional entities to behave as “actors” in the socio-economical processes. The states of Eastern Europe are facing a double pressure: on one hand, one from the part of the Union for integration, on the other hand, one from the area of spatial socialist or traditionalist structures. To these add up other constraints such as: the economies are orientated sectorial and not territorial (regional), which brings about great dependencies and delays; there is a deficit of theory and of “expertise”; the states have no longer time for down to up and evolution, and as a consequence, look for “models” more or less “transportable” and, finally, there is the so-called “mentality problem”. Despite these limitations, or maybe because of them, regionalism and decentralization is a very popular subject. Anyway, in most of Europe countries, decentralization is seen more and more as an attractive framework for the organization and the mana-gement of public systems. (Porto, 2009).  There is a vast literature dedicated to the definitions and the forms that decentralization may have (Collins, 1994, Smith, 1997, Rubinchik-Pessach, 2005, Levaggi and Smith, 2004, Porto, 2009,). As an essential of the various forms identified by literature, Collins (1994) suggests three major classes of the processes involved: de-concentration, devolu-
tion and delegation. Between what can be delimited as pure federalism and total unitarity, organization and administration can take forms on a very large spectrum, sliding on a scale of autonomy and of power transfer towards sub-statal components. The differences are more of “legal” nature than of practical expression. For example, at its extreme, 
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federalism is a radical process less flexible and quasi-irreversible, operating changes and profound implants in the organizational system of society; decentralization is a process colored by transfer of compe-
tencies towards the administrative unit that can be operated on a variable geometry, can be easier renegotiated and, implicitly, is more lithe and flexible. Still, the reality of decentralization can be complicated through a mix of its different form (Collins, 1994). But the objective of this article is not to define and clarify the concept, but the implications of the transformations on the medical system starting from attributes common for any type of decentralization. We must not abandon without having analyzed the forms of decentralization because the option for these forms can provide the image of the final structure. Still, what is missing in literature or administration is a standardized understanding regarding the optimal dimension as territory and population of jurisdictions on which decentralization can be applied. On the other hand, the economical specialized literature is the one which pronouncing upon the fact that public services have different degrees of optimum between their centralized supply and the option for decentra-lization (Oates, 1999). For example, at a territory with a very large surface, a service such as snow clearing cannot have the same decen-tralization optimum as the health services. In their turn, the areas of jurisdiction cannot be determined without considering the power allocation meant for each level. Specifying the functions per different levels implies, once more, certain assumptions and delegations of power, these matters cannot be separated and the configuration of these functions and power must be predetermined in the case of a decentralized operation. In these conditions, we must also analyze the spectrum of political situations. Whoever are the institutions involved in decentralization, choosing the existent structures and the conse-cutive process of decision making shall have a powerful political note (Enikolopov and Zhuravskaya, 2007). In other words, contrary to its purpose of management technocratization, decentralization is often associated to a process of over-politicization, regardless of the selected institutional forms. Also, neither the assumed effect to improve partici-pation (subsidiarity) shall not be the one anticipated to have through decentralization, especially when the developing countries are the ones 
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in view, where there is a presumption that democracy helps eliminate inequities, dependencies, poverty, informational asymmetry, etc. The communities are not socially homogeneous and “approaching the deci-sion towards the citizen” can amplify misunderstandings. The greater inequality is the more difficult participation is. For example, the pro-grams designed for poor people can exacerbate conflicts between the national and local elites, fact that brings about the failure of those programmes (Rubinchik-Pessach, 2005). The political dimension can first be explained on a structural component: how can decentralization 
be influenced or how it can influence the existing institutions. The second direction for explaining the political dimension is the spectrum of 
political values under which it is sub-summed. Together, these two factors are being referred as what is formed in the so-called context of 
decentralization. (Bankauskaite and Saltman, 2007)  Decentralization can be a state and a process, each dimension requiring a different approach. Decentralization, as a state, can involve two units of measurement: level and degree. As a level, decentralization can comprise system or organization. Mintzberg (1979) observes that of the different combinations of level and degree can result different systems and organizations. On the other hand, as a process, these dimensions become an object of decision and can be pre-set, or, if we are talking about natural processes, (social evolutions, as the regiona-lization process is considered) the definitions in itself signals that they cannot be influenced (or it is not convenient to intervene on them) substantially, by policies. A consecutive set of matters that concern the interface between decentralization and government can be named the one of directive matters: regulatory structure, legal framework and 
implementation procedures (as a negotiation between structures and institutions, etc.) (Levaggi and Smith, 2004). Regardless of definition or measurement, on which we shall not insist, it is more important to emphasize that in decentralization exists a political dimension and a financial one, for which is necessary to use research tools from the two sciences (political and economical) for the spectral analysis and the identification of some adequate government policies.  
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Decentralization as reform (process) In the medical system, regardless of the historical evolutions, it is certain that the difficulties of centre command made many systems explore the decentralization potential of the powers towards lower levels of government. Political deciders have started to promote, at least rhetorically, more and more decentralization in their government. But literature hasn`t found a fundamental theoretical scheme, recipe or universal model (Porto, 2009). Even economy recognizes that there are 
different levels of optimum between central and local jurisdictions on different sectors. In other words, each sector has its own optimum between centralism and decentralization. Many countries haven`t even experienced decentralization in the absence of clear results from the preceding researches. In other words, decentralization is a necessary process, but it requires certain implementation calculations. In Romania the subject is a “fetish” for the political class, but it is used without a theoretical fundament. It is more an inertial step, following some intention statements rather than based on a concrete and coherent framework of policies. The principle under which it is approached is a correct one, subsidiarity, but in the case of the health system this approach can create inequalities between regions and this generates an ethical debate. For example, if a jurisdiction becomes a financer for its own residents, can it justly limit the access of non-residents to the services owned because of a location advantage? In reality, in Romania, decentralization and the reform of the financ-ing system were made without a serious analysis of the consequences on the population in terms of territorial inequity and of the availability of the infrastructures and implicitly of the services. It is not necessary to have a detailed analysis on all the normative acts that outline this decentralization process that started in 2002 (HG.866/2002) as long as institutional inadvertences are expressed and are visible in society (Government of Romania, 2010). There is obviously an inadequacy between the new jurisdictions under which the medical system is configured through this reform and the regional design of the territory. Therefore, there are health units defined formally with a “regional” attribute for which there aren`t even public authorities opposable to the 
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same subsidiary level. In Romania the only administrative units that have formal powers are the counties and the localities, there are no regions in an administrative sense. In this way, there was a pass from autonomy on regional and local basis of the medical services management in the conditions where there isn`t a regional institutional design that takes over the management of this system, the local authorities don`t have autonomy reflexes that makes them able to adapt to a situation that could be otherwise favorable. They had to take over on the go some activities for which they don`t have sufficient resources and training to cover the services at least at the previous level. A relevant example of the failure of the first operation is the measure taken in 2010 to dissolve some hospitals from different localities that were serving areas sufficiently populated that anyway had a deficit of services (both at the level of first assistance and at the level of secondary). In fact, the disband was done by withdrawing the operating permits, which doesn`t imply automatically a definitive close down, but allowed local authorities to find solutions to finance and transform the units in service centers that compensate certain needs in the territory. In the absence of adequate training, of reflexes, of political resorts and with an acute deficit of resources, the local authorities were completely unable to absorb the created shock, so the medical system has suffered a major contraction in real terms due to decentralization. It is a fact that, based on the principle of route dependency (historical evolution) the local/county authorities do not only lack adaptive reflexes when taking a new service in their portfolio, but also don`t have health among their priorities (as it can be seen in the following section, there are scientific explanations for this behavior). Although the legislative framework makes reference to “an operational framework for carrying out decentralization”, to the “transfer of competencies... towards the public local or county administration authorities” and also to the “redefinition of the roles of the Ministry of health and of the local and county authorities”, in reality there are no major changes in the operational patterns of these authorities. Practically speaking, this reform is founded on the theoretical advantages consecrated to decentralization (Law 95/2006 with subsequent amendments and completions, 2010):  
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 (sub)systems can be organized taking account of: 
- Local values; 
- Available infrastructure, 
- Services, 
- Patterns of local diseases; 
- Public expectations (local preferences). 
 Subsidiarity is translated to: 
- Efficiency to allocate resources through a better knowledge and correlation of local costs; 
- More rigorous calculations at the costs of the specific programs; 
- Encouragement to generate incomes in the community (initiative) and attracting finances at local level; 
- Decentralized units can be used as “laboratories” for national policies, collecting mechanisms and exchange of information; The possible risks that the deciders are taking into account as adverse effects of a process undertaken by decentralization are the following: 
 Possibility to generate additional costs due to the increased necessity to coordinate; 
 Exposure of the system to fragmentation because of political option differences (distribution of power and allocation of resources); 
 Not-correlating between administrative hierarchies and the financing system (decisional centralism vs. Administrative decen-tralization); 
 Possibility to misappropriate some national programs because of local preferences and lose the information at central level for national programs and policies; 
 Possibility that the local creates redundant institutions or avoids closing down the ones created through the process of decentralization (out of the fear to lose jobs and incomes); 
 Risk of deepening the differences between regions (but can also be a convergence presumption). Plus, it is admitted that: 
 Decentralization does not automatically and directly ensure the participation of community, but does it conditioned by the economical 
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and political configuration, and also by the type of decentralization adopted; 
 Also, it depends on the formal and informal coordination and on the mechanisms developed at political and administrative level; 
 It is preferred in the situation where there are standards and minimal norms previously fixed by the central levels. 
 Requires a decentralization behavior from the part of the population The studies based on empirical data and also the previous expe-rience has shown that decentralization can have many forms and can cause various effects (Yeung, 2009). Therefore, the decision for decen-tralization is a first step within a series of choices between complex options of politics and also depends, on complex levels, on the internal 

and external contexts. In this sense, we are talking about the issue of compatibility with the other mechanisms that interact such as the 
financing the system, the management of the human resources within the 
system. For example, in Romania, many decentralized hospitals serve extensive areas over the jurisdiction to which they are assigned to. Then, there are a few access hierarchies in the system regardless of the presence of health insurances and regardless of the individual behavior towards health. Implicitly, categories appear, some of them being disadvantaged in relation with the others: - Access hierarchies (in a physical sense) Not all individuals are assigned to an equal distance from a point of medical performance. In any situation that has medical involvements, an individual located at a considerable distance from the location where his problem can be solved (or he thinks he could solve his problem), regardless of his financial state, shall experience some difficulty of getting access to the desired/necessary service in relation with the individuals that are in the proximity of that location. In economical terms there is a difference of cost opportunity at a standard access. Even presuming that at the level of primary assistance the proximity problem can be assigned to personal responsibility, in the situation where primary assistance was offering to little of what means the health insurance of the individual, the problem of proximity remains valid for secondary assistance. 
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- Jurisdictional hierarchies: hierarchies connected to the adminis-trative organization of the medical system and of the territory. These hierarchies are specific to a decentralized system with well determined competences at the various local levels when there is a conflict (of interests) between the two systems. For example, not all localities have hospital units. When an individual from a locality without hospital has a need of medical service, he has to go to the jurisdiction of another loca-lity. If the medical system would be independent from the territorial administrative system, this wouldn`t be a problem. But secondary medical assistance (especially hospitalization) has two financing com-ponents, an individual one for insurance, a collective one through general financing. In this sense, conflicts of interests can appear: in a theoretical, legal way an administrative jurisdiction can impose restric-tions to the access of services for the beneficiaries outside the juris-diction. 
The hierarchies of the services depending on complexity: a hierarchy generated by the complexity of medical services. Also, there is a hierarchy generated by the differences of quality at the same level of performance. For example, there may be medical services whose com-plexity is sustainable in smaller scale units, but they are comparably inferior from a qualitative point of view related to modern hospital units. In such conditions (as we talk about services covered by the insurance system) it is acceptable from an ethical point of view that the tax payer citizen has the right to choose the performed services. Individuals that need to get access to a complex service available at a greater distance from their residence place shall have difficulties both to physical access the service and in the jurisdictional matter. The major problem in accessing medical services is imputable/op-posable to the state, as long as there aren`t differences of contributions in relation with these criteria (as it is the case of other types of insurances that include composite sums of risk). As a consequence, the 

state must look for solutions to compensate these discriminations 
imposed by the system. From an equalitarian perspective (undertaken as an ideal-type, not ideologically) this hexogen inequality is the ethical problem creating discrimination between individuals. 
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Another inconsistence of the system correlated with decentrali-zation: if financing regards the patient and not the service (meaning the real cost) this fact shall perpetuate the disparities orientated towards the performing institutions. In terms of economical efficiency the effect can be positive. In terms of equity and equal access, the performing institutions cannot be overcrowded and the inequalities generated by proximity shall consolidate. This fact shows also another issue that was overlooked from the analysis. The impact of decentralization depends a great deal on the regulations summarized in the chapter the rights of 
the patient (Levaggi and Smith, 2004). If the patients have the unrestricted right to choose service providers (either public or private) and the system reimburses only the expenses based on a universal contract at national level, then the localities shall not be encouraged to develop local health policies or to engage in substantial expenses for local providers. On the other hand, a territorial assignment or the en-couragement to use some agreed providers might have serious negative implication on the patient`s right to chose and for the competition. Factually speaking, in Romania, the problems that arise from the reform or are correlated with this are: 
 There are multiple sources of financing, which theoretically is an advantage, but implicitly is an issue difficult to correlate and manage; 
 The decisions are political (politicized) and change the priorities at unreasonable intervals of time (from year to year).... although the medical statistic do not change at the same intervals; 
 The collections from the insurance system don`t cover the costs of treatments, so much the less they cannot ensure resources for invest-ments. On the contrary, the last years have suffered major budgetary reductions, especially for the investments in hospitals. 
 Sub-financing (or over-financing of some parts of the system through inefficient allocation). The existence of an insufficient system of motivation and the poor work conditions, doubled by not taking into account informal payments cost with the aid of which a better image of the system could be obtained, have created the so-called crisis of staff. In designing a reform it is not allowed to use theoretical models with a pre-assessment of the on-the-spot situation. To suddenly pass the load from the secondary system towards the primary one through 
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strictly administrative decisions can lead either to a system blockage, either to a formal adaptation through the preservation of the previous system. In the situation where there is a deficit of family doctors, certain areas shall remain uncovered by the system. The poor financing at the level of family doctors increases, in fact, the costs of assistance, but also burdens the patient (e.g. sending him to a specialist means, alongside with the possible informal payments, also non-reimbursable travel expenses, waiting time and longer interventions, etc.); It is pre-sumably positive the attempt to capacitate primary assistance, fact that could render efficient also secondary assistance by eliminating the inefficient overloads, but the social context is not favorable for reduc-tions in the secondary sector because there aren`t any compensation mechanisms (for example, there isn`t infrastructure and logistics to compensate the proximity problem for a large part of the population); Therefore the secondary sector shall be again pressured to bear a bigger burden, first because the primary sector shall push the patients towards the secondary (in the conditions where the person and not the service is being financed) and second because within the secondary system there is personnel who also act in the private system and who will use the opportunity to compensate the public system (for example, referring patients from private medical practices to hospitals) (Gover-nment of Romania, 2010). Also, the reductions of personnel are not accompanied by reductions of the load (for example on the adminis-trative side), a fact that increases the pressure per employee, resulting in a decrease of the quality performance. There is a risk of not reaching the decentralization objective because, in the absence of infrastructure, of logistics and of an efficient admi-nistration, the costs of the medical care are in fact increasing. Habitually, decentralization comes together with other reforms that especially regard the health sector. Therefore, the current reform can be associated (and at some extent is mistaken for) with the strategy to enhance the primary sector in relation with the diminishing of the secondary sector. For this reform, decentralization is regarded as a tool (mean) to reach equity, to involve the community and of inter-sectorial approach. In contrast, within a pro-market or a neoliberal approach of the health system, decentralization is assimilated into a mean of passing 
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to financing forms based on the individual, of introduction of the quasi-competitive systems in the governmental sector that manages health and of promoting the private sector and some forms of quality insu-rance on the consumer`s criteria. In fact, decentralization can be “co-lored” depending on the various objects existing on the political market and in the public debate or depending on the general strategies of sectorial change or general reform (Smith, 1997).  There may be (often not-stated) major political objectives in the decentralization reforms. As shown above, the process and the strategy of decentralization are not politically neutral despite the rhetoric speech of the politicians (Smith, 1997). Decentralization can affect the interests of social groups and the access of the groups involved in the game to decisions or to resources can be restructured. Typical examples of using decentralization are: throwing the responsibility from the centre to the outskirts, fragmentation of the opposition on the principle 
divide et impera that makes political conflicts easier to manage, or, finally, decentralization can be used as a reinforcement tool by the local elites that operate through patronage (Rubinchik-Pessach, 2005). Some driving forces of decentralization are not always the expres-sion of the basic objectives of the health system. That is why, adopting a principle politically expressed as a heal-all of the development pro-blems must be filtered by the deciders in the light of the essential characteristics of the regarded sector. There are cases where there is no explicit motivation that approves when, how and why it is necessary to decentralize. (Werlin, 1992). In most situations, the difficulties ap-peared within the process originate exactly in the lack of consultation and dialogue with the parties involved in the system. As a consequence, together with the need of having a management capacity (pre-existent at sub central level) success depends also on the consultation degree 
within the political process (measurable by a general consultation degree at the level of society – otherwise directly proportional to the democratic”background” of the community). Beyond the lack of the conceptual accuracy of decentralization, there are reforms in the health systems that were labeled as decentralizations although it is not clear if they are suited for this term. For example, as it was specified above, inverting the weight from hospital services to 
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primary and ambulatory assistance is in the understanding of the large public even of many deciders, still decentralization. As long as this transformation does not imply changes in the structures of power and authority, it is not appropriately called decentralization, but the territorial effects produced by these changes can justify a degree of confusion.  
Decentralization in the health field. Economical per-

spectives, critics, pre-conditions A good public is the one that a competitive market cannot offer in conformity with the needs and social preferences. It is by far the case of health that undertakes other criteria than efficiency and balance between supply and demand at an equilibrium cost. With this simple argument we can avert any sterile discussion on the role of the market in the supply of health services. The existence of this role is not con-tradicted, only the assumptions, from which the performance analysis of a system should start, change. The desirable medical system, there-fore the high performance one, is the one that ensures an adequate 
health state for a greater number of individuals as possible. Therefore, the health system falls, at least as a responsibility, under the compe-tence of the government, however being a system that implies social cost, the organization can be subjected to some efficiency criteria raised by the rules of the market. From this perspective, there are some economical arguments in the favor of decentralization (Levaggi and Smith, 2004):  - Management of information: national governments, being cut off from local preferences, cannot adequately understand the opportunities and the constraints that affect the provision of services at local level. They can look to impose solutions which are not adapted to the local circumstances and can be insensitive to the variations between the national norm of demand and the local situations. - Preferences: local government responds to local preferences and looks to project the services that reflect local priorities. As a rule, local elections are means to express these preferences and a certain degree of freedom in the selection of these priorities in accordance with the 
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local elections is considered the fundamental prerequisite of a local government. 
- Local co-ordination: many public goods (but especially the health system) require a local coordination of a variety of formal institutions and voluntary agencies. The informational limits place the local govern-ments in the most suitable situation to ensure coordination. 
- Efficiency: because they are closer to institutions and to resident citizens, the local management teams are most likely to identify the sources of inefficiency. More generally, local population is more pre-pared to become active and to deliver efficiently public services, espe-cially if the services are financed from local taxes. 
- Responsibility: For economists, this term can be assimilated as a definition also within the allocative efficiency. The concept reflects the idea that whoever (individual or collective) benefits from a good or service must undertake the risks and the financial consequences that derive from consumption. From this perspective, the decentralization of local public goods financing contributes to economical efficiency. 
- Equity: when budgets are more constricting, local government is better placed in the position to ensure the equitability of resources distribution within the jurisdiction. 
- Innovation: local autonomous governments are more inclined to experiment new ways of public goods and services performance and supply. 
- Competition: when the comparative corresponding information are collected and disseminated, the local autonomous governments can compete efficiently with each other to offer efficient and forceful ser-vices. Some market rules can also be set, offering different service packages at different taxation rates. At local level it can be beneficial for everyone, even if it is in the disadvantage of public services. From an opposite perspective, there is a series of economical reasons in the favor of decentralization (maintaining capitalism) (Levaggi and Smith, 2004). We refer to the opposite perspective exactly because it is not about different reasons, but they result from assumptions that contradict the exact pro-decentralization reasons mentioned above. 
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- Information: the asymmetry of information between the juris-dictions and the centre can lead to negative results under decentra-lization. For example, local providers and beneficiaries can misinform regarding the expenses necessities. More generally, local governments can strategically act in the interest of getting some superior allocations from central resources. This phenomena is reputedly important if the financial allocations depend on the previous expenses (if the situation is perpetuated/chronicized)  - Scale economies: there is the risk that the costs of production and of transaction and also the managerial ones are greater under decentra-lization. In particular, big entities are capable to ensure more favorable contracts from the view point of costs. - Transaction costs: managerial costs associated with the small administrative units, the information and management costs of the system are greater multiplied/directly proportional and with the num-ber of administrative units. At larger scales, some transaction costs could cover for bigger quantities of the goods/services delivered/per-formed. - Externalities: At a certain extent, administrative units are indepen-dent. Services from a jurisdiction could affect (in a positive or a negative manner) the situation of other jurisdictions. These interdependencies suggest a role to be played by the central government. - Equity: unrestricted local governments can create and implement different system of tax and execution that increase the inequality between jurisdictions and cause mobilities or conflict between jurisdic-tions. - Macro-economy: The actions of local government can create im-portant adverse macro economical effects. This is, for example, a reasoning often conjured in order impose strict loan controls on the autonomous local governments. - Competition: competition between jurisdictions is rather harmful than beneficial. For example, if the jurisdictions compete with regards to taxes, this can lead to a fall under the optimal taxation having as con-sequence a poor service to the system (Yeung, 2009).  There is also a number of additional motivations that regard decen-tralization, linked to non-economical debates such as the participation 
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and promotion degree of the democratic involvement of citizens, all having smaller or greater implications in the efficiency and the effectiveness of the decentralization process. When considering ways in which these reasons interfere with the particularities of health as a service, we must analyze three social major components: diversity, asymmetry of information and the existence of externalities. Regarding diversity, specialized literature, centered on the concept of fiscal federalism (Oates, 1999), was focused on the idea that decen-tralization allows communities to configure their local services in a way which is as close as possible to their own preferences. On the other hand, experience proves that diversity can be insured in a conscious or an unconscious way and by a central authority through political patro-nage, differentiated financing or numerous possibilities. Nevertheless, it is considered in a general view that local deciders are better in identifying the preferences than the central counterparts and that the local governmental forms are better in guaranteeing welfare than central authorities. But, if we look at things from the central perspec-tive, with performances offered at uniform level it is possible to reach a system close to perfection to the social insurance systems, through which there would be a set of rights and a financing framework, and at local level it would mechanically implement a prescription based on simple calculations, which is not the case of the health system. First of all, there is a difference between contribution and the access to medical services that is linked to the probability health problems occurrence. Afterwards, it is not possible to determine a demand integrated at levels of social categories, as it is done within the systems of health insurance. Finally, there are different patterns and various epidemio-logical models that differentiate the territories. Many health systems allocate potential budgets (based on probability calculations) to local authorities and ask the administrators to integrate the local demand in the limitations of these budgets (with possible compensation rules). This system has also many virtues because in practice it is quasi-impossible to make detailed epidemiological forecasts and forecasts regarding treatments schemes. But on average, for a very large population, a certain accuracy of forecasts is attainable. Therefore, by offering a global budget, the local deciders are getting the opportunity 
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to implement also the guidelines set out at national level and to slide on certain local particularities by operating compensations. But, for an adequate budgeting, the calculations must reflect populations larger than the jurisdiction taken in particular. Clearly, through this system the authorities try to restrict the specific functions in the advantage of ensuring the minimum standards. Diversity can be preserved, but the de-centralization degree is in effect reduced. Having in view the complexity of the health system, the spectrum of options on the gradation of diversity is a very large one. The extent to which diversity is preferred or efficient within the health system is still a debatable subject (Bankauskaite and Saltman, 2007). But the adoption on a large scale of the clinical guides and of the basic packages proves the desirability of the uniform packages from the perspective of the deciders. 
The asymmetry of information and decentralization. Recently, research has focused on the role of the asymmetry of information in determining the best level and the nature of public services decentralization. (Levaggi and Smith, 2004). A central theme of fiscal federalism was to highlight the idea that localities always benefit from 

informational advantages in the understanding of the local demand of public goods supply. Seabright, (1996) analyzing the distribution of competences between central and regional powers, based on electoral reasoning, points out that the advantage of decentralization comes from the fact that local authorities are motivated to better align the local preferences. The advantage of centralization would be that it allows a better coordination of public goods. In the field of health, as shown below, an extremely important effect is represented by externalities. If they have a negative impact linked to the equity of access and to the equity to distribute health, it is desirable to have a decentralized system which is closer to the citizen. If there are positive externalities from a decentralized unit to the other, this is a centralization reason, as it is the case when localities (administrative units) face the same vulnerabilities identified at national level. The direct implication is that, at integrated level, the expense shall be, usually, greater than in centralization, because the central government takes into consideration the collateral benefits (positive externality) of the big expenses. Centralization increases also the tendency to transfer resources from rich jurisdictions 
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to the poor areaa, therefore disadvantaged localities can benefit from this. Despite all that, centralization could be of benefit also to some localities more than to others, especially of electoral reasons by favor-ing the so-called pivotal jurisdictions (electoral fiefs) (Seabright, 1996). Gilbert and Picard (1996) make the assumption that central govern-ments are less informed than public local administrations regarding the two essential aspects of the services: production costs and local prefe-
rences. They claim that, if the central government would have complete information on the production costs, then it would be best to have a complete decentralization. Ambiguity arises when (as it happens usually) there are imperfect information from both parts, both regard-ing costs and preferences. In this case, decentralization is preferred, because it offers or can proof a better knowledge of local preferences and of local providers. An analysis of this sort points out the crucial role of the asymmetry of information in determining the best structure of the government. But, as Seabright states (1996), choosing between centralized and decentralized forms of government is a very sensitive theme, not only from the perspective of the variable characteristics of the respective specific policies, but also at the assessments of the quantitative signifi-cance of some phenomena, such as, for example, public responsibility, which are usually difficult to quantify. In essence, while we can develop in a useful theoretical manner all sorts of structuring models for the decentralization matter, it is very difficult to indicate useful recom-mendations regarding the best structuring policy of the government. 

Externalities in the field of health, having the potential to be pro-duced by decentralization: In economical terms, the externalities (the outflows) are defined as a spectrum of effects that pour on the indi-viduals, groups or populations that are not involved in a process. For instance, in our case, externalities refer to the effects on the residents from a jurisdiction brought by the measures of other jurisdictions. In the health system there are sufficient data that proof the presence of issues that have an overflow effect. There are negative externalities, both negative and positive. For example, a performing unit financed in a jurisdiction, in conditions of equal access for the patients of any jurisdiction is a positive externality for the non-residents of the host 
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jurisdiction. But it is of major importance for the system to consider the negative externalities which most of the time bring prejudice, for which jurisdictions avoid responsibilization. Central governments must have as objective to take over and to internalize those services that produce possible overflows that otherwise jurisdictions would ignore. Examples of such effects can be identified in any health system and that is why they are an important reason of central intervention (Levaggi and Smith, 2004): • Clinical training and research, if left at the latitude of local autho-rities would be practically not operational. On one hand, authorities would not afford to have at local level an infrastructure adequate to the needs of such field; on the other hand the information gathered at local level could not be totally relevant for the scientific processing. In these conditions, jurisdictions could adopt a ”free-ride” behavior (Venugopal, 2005) (capture of training and research from outside, as an externality) without financially contributing to the collecting of information. • Public health: given the mobility of citizens, it would be a deficit of initiative at local level for the actions regarding the promotion of health, awareness campaigns, etc. meaning the services that generate long term effects. • Inequalities: the inherent diversity of preferences would com-promise the health objectives at national level. For example, a polluted jurisdiction would consume greater resources that would hinder the existence of some national interest objectives that would not contain also the improvement of the pollution situation from a particular area. • Information: only a central authority can specify and mandate the gathering and the processing of comparative data (useful even to the jurisdictions) necessary for an optimal decision making.  • Other macro-economical factors: the health system, although little weighed in a budget, holds the capacity to influence a major segment of economy (for example productivity and, implicitly, the labor market can be modified in a substantial percentage by the change of the health condition). There can be some decentralized system elements that can stimulate or inhibit the mobility on the labor market with macro-economical consequences that can determine the need for the state to intervene. Although, despite the obvious problems that decentralization 
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generates, central governments have available some levers to absorb the overflow effects (internalization of externalities): the system of standards and rules, reporting performances (criteria to classify the units) and the financial or non-financial incentives. These are the ele-ments that are easily detachable, that function relatively independent of the basic structure of the system, while, for the direct services to the patients it is necessary to have a certain local democratic organization that takes account of the local preferences. The rules that regard the rights of the patient are also important for the matter of externalities. For example, guaranteeing mobility can reduce the inequity in the case of unequal distribution of hospitals on the criteria of quality. For high specialized treatments or that require high performances, patients have the right to choose the jurisdiction where they can be treated. The proximity problem remains unresolved, but it can be assimilated into a hexogen problem but the costs and quality benefits brought by concentrating the top services can com-pensate the loss of equity, as long as the right to mobility is guaranteed and cannot be hampered by the receiving jurisdictions. Along these effects that should be weighed from the start (or the rejection) of a decentralization process, it is necessary to evaluate the knowledge of the consequences on the components and direct mecha-nisms from the system in question. Some ideas on the impact of decen-tralization in the system were presented in the previous section reserv-ed to identify the problems that resulted from the implementation of a reform. If the issues that had implications on the population and on the patients were clarified, we refer here in more detail to the component that views the management of human resources. Paradoxically, the human resources from the health system, although they comprise a major part of the budget (if not majoritarian) and play a crucial role in the quality of health supply, didn`t represent a much debated and considered chapter by the various reforms that alternated in the systems. Reforms have the tendencies to focus on the “organi-zational changes” (decentralization, introduction of market rules, managing the market, relationship between providers-performers-patients, etc.) and on the financing of the system (in terms of reimbur-sement of services and relative restructures of the role and of the 
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relationship between the public and private sector). Despite the important role played by the human resources, even in the fulfillment and implementation of the reforms mentioned also in the matters of system performance, efficiency and equity, this chapter didn`t form and doesn`t form a proprietary element (although it is not totally ignored) (Buchan, 2000). For instance, an entire spectrum of problems can correlate to the problematic of human resources having in view the supposedly improvement of the system through reforms: motivation of personnel, lack of stimulation, inequitable distribution of personnel, lack of supervision, difficulties to recruit qualified personnel, migration of the qualified personnel, etc. Beyond the obvious fact that these issues affect the health and the health conditions of the population in general, of major importance is to admit that these problems cannot be sepa-rated by the current changes that are taking place in the health system. In fact, passing from a decentralized system has a notable impact in the matters of personnel. This fact is visible from two angles: First, the decentralization of resources, of authorities and of responsibilities highlighted these personnel issues. The dissipation of authority towards the autonomous units and the diminish of central control have placed on the agenda of the state authorities from lower level the problem of human resources so that problems and contradictions within the sector can no longer be totally credited to inefficiencies and bureaucracy at central level (although the central state is guilty of leaving and de-standardizing the sector without forecasting the effects and the ways to absorb the eliminated parts in the system). Second of all, decentralization has had a mixed impact on the management of human resources. If decentralization can be associated with a more adaptable and more flexible management of human resources, it can also generate on the other hand, problems especially where decentra-lized authority does not have the capacity or doesn`t have the complete authority to take over these new responsibilities (Wang ș.a., 2002).  It is important for any process to know the current situation (espe-cially of the existing personnel). As long as there is a deficit of work force with competencies differentiated on regions or not, decentraliza-tion can affect the regions differently and can negatively affect the whole system in a general way (see the example with the administrative 
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burden of the personnel). That is why, the matter to plan within human resources management must be explicitly placed on the agenda of the reforms in order to be able to make a timely match with the opportu-nities offered by decentralization.  In fact, this regard confirms the idea presented in this article, that decentralization is a phase process that first requires adjusting the system. Decentralization can lead to the forecasted results only if the 
preconditions necessary for a good implementation are fulfilled. The existence of an institutional framework and of trained personnel at local and regional level for the management of the decentralized system that can handle the complexity of the transformations which intervene in financing or in the responsibilities of production. Some examples of efforts to plan, pre-insure and form an administrative capacity before the de-evolution of central institutions, often referred to in specialized literature, also come from the Northern countries. In Finland for example, the municipalities had 15 years to build the capabilities before taking control over the hospitals (Saltman ș.a., 2004). Same as Sweden, who started a reform in the local government since 1979 and conso-lidated in time ten thousand municipalities separated in 289 governing structures best dimensioned in order to cover the administration of the social system and other services (Petersson O, 1994). More recent examples come also from the Baltic countries (Chinitz ș.a., 2004) who first build the foundation of a governmental infrastructure and of an adequate legal framework with whom a legit national leadership could gradually implement towards subsidiary levels, a well-ordered society. In this context, Chinitz makes reference to the importance to have trust as an essential quality of government. Obviously these examples do not cover all the decentralization systems. Decentralization was implemen-ted also without the pre-existence of this infrastructure. Decentralized units provide as well opportunities to generate learning processes which eventually lead to an on the go setting and improvement of the institutional configurations.   
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Conclusions and political recommendations The objective of this article was not to judge the decentralization in terms of success or failure, but rather to identify the effects on the system which afterwards, through empirical and trend analysis can pro-vide the deciders a more precise material for planning and financing. The article has pointed out the multi-dimensional nature of the concept and the difficulty to integrate the process in only one definition. We have identified on the example of Romania which are the impor-tance issues that were overlooked in the analysis of the deciders and which are the adverse affects of a reform that was insufficiently designed. Then, we went through a series of reasons relevant for the debate on decentralization, especially on three directions: the impli-cations of diversity on local jurisdictions, the implications of the local informational advantages and the implications of the overflow effects between the diverse jurisdictions or hierarchical levels. Diversity between jurisdictions and the associated competition can produce both positive behaviors and adverse effects. Competition stimulates initiatives, innovation and efficiency measures, but the purpose of competition can also have adverse results. A competition on taxation can push the jurisdictions towards taxation levels that are under the optimal value, and the mobility of the taxation basis is translated in a migration of citizens or of services causing or enhancing inequalities. Within the health system this translates in more restrictive service packages in relation with the optimal or can favor tendencies to diminish the ambulatory services that are crucial for a better health condition of the population in general. That is why, in the case of decentralization, the role of the state is important for ensuring the minimal standards from which competition is allowed. Specialized literature does not assign and does not confirm the exis-tence of some intense variations within the local preferences regarding the health services (Smith, 1997). For example, it is presumable that the universal objective of any system is to maximize the health condition. Nevertheless, it is as reasonable to presume that there are considerable differences used to grade sizes such as access or equity. Having these 
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assumptions, there are serious reasonings to set up some local gover-nment levels at least for requesting and establishing local preferences. In this context, the reverse appears as well: an attentive concern for the vulnerability of political processes regarding the implementation of decentralization to be captured and misappropriated in the benefit of one group of interest or another (either patients, performers, either some of the local elite). This is an area where the vigilance of central authorities must remain fixed on a certain degree of alertness. One of the strong reasons in the favor of enhancing the role of central power is the existence of externalities (overflows) in the health system field. As we gave examples, the forecasted and partially already imple-mented model of decentralization of Romania implies such externa-lities. Plus, as an effect (still not approved by studies at the level of Romania) externalities can cause unwanted migrations of patients (for example chronic patients) to other jurisdictions with multiplicative effects both in the receiver regions and in the abandoned ones. For example: the weight of some chronic diseases has major direct effects on the labor market of some region. Also, the amendment of the configuration availability and of the quality of services has adverse effects which are obvious in the plan of equity. Plus, there are components of the health system whose presence cannot be uniformly distributed, not even in the perfect optimal systems, such as education in the field of health (especially the university studies side). For instance, the access to these types of services must remain a central public good coordinated and not assigned to the owner jurisdictions, case in which these jurisdictions generate externalities. (For example university hospitals, alongside with the task to perform services- which in the case of Romania subscribes to a regional assignment- do not benefit from a support or a regional administration.) These sort of ideas converge towards a convincing reasoning to maintain a strong central role of the system in the area of standardization, of performance and reporting requirements, and of financial transfers, even if there is or must be instituted a decentralized government of services. 
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Also, scale economies are often quoted as reasoning for centra-lization. Some functions of the system such as research and evaluation of technology should benefit in an explicit way from scale economies. Despite all these, for the rest of the services, although decentralization requires a more frequent use of local contracts than a centralized system would require, it is difficult to identify substantial scale econo-mies as long as a pure centralized system requires a certain endowment with local bureaucracy in order to provide the services in an efficient (optimal) way. Therefore, in terms of transactional costs, scale econo-mies would not improve massively through centralization. A quasi-final idea is that the best degree of decentralization is probably differentiated on the functions of the health system. For exam-ple, primary services and the services for chronic diseases are more adequate for a decentralized management than secondary services. On the other hand, primary services have an implicit territorial assignment which, together with universal insurance, makes them more difficult to manage through strictly delimited administrative jurisdictions, espe-cially that both the information and the service packages are the concern of the central authority (and it is not relevant to which authority the entities of primary assistance report to) while hospitals, as compact and located entities are easier to be assigned to a certain jurisdiction, therefore easier to be decentralized from the perspective of central authorities. We reason, accordingly, that an adequate level of decentralization in the health system is a difficult political choice, involving compromises between the conflictual objectives. The econo-my of public services, as a subject, can provide accurate information for the debate in question, but cannot offer uncompromising recom-mendations. What can be specified is that an optimal system of health organization assumes combining local government with central government by assigning an important role to the central power as a regulator of standards and of information flows, relevant input and output for the system as a whole, while local authorities can award the management of production (distribution and reimbursement of services according to local preferences). But it is difficult to see how this 
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localism can be attained in real way (more than a rhetorical way) without a local robust system endowed with financial autonomy, collection capacity and a covering decision power. 
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